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Company Overview

Newcrest is one of the world’s largest gold mining companies. We safely deliver superior returns 
to our stakeholders from finding, developing and operating gold and copper mines. 

We are committed to maintaining a safe environment for our people, operating and developing 
mines sustainably in line with our environmental standards, and building lasting relationships with 
the communities in which we operate. Our vision is to be Miner of Choice for our people, 
shareholders, host communities, partners and suppliers.

We pride ourselves in being agile, bold and having an owner’s mindset.

Newcrest Mining Limited

SAP Mobile solutions drive productivity and safety 

improvements at Newcrest
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SAP Innovation Award Submission Video

https://vimeo.com/315815736
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“Quote” Challenge

Solution

Outcome

SAP Mobile solutions drive productivity and safety improvements at 

Newcrest 

Safety

Safety information around critical controls 

available real-time on mobile devices 

(online / offline)

~20,000 (per quarter) work instructions 

utilised at remote sites via the mobile

Productivity

~35,000 transactions executed monthly

~105,000 productivity hours saved 

annually

Technology

Simplified architecture enabling 36 new 
mobile applications to be developed 

using an agile methodology

Newcrest Mining Limited

Warehouse Management Mobility

“What you guys have been able to 
achieve with this project is game 
changing for us, and I just want say 
how proud and pleased I am with the 
way you have all worked together to 
deliver this fantastic outcome. An 
awesome demonstration of Working 
Together.” 

Peter Sharpe, Cadia GM

MyTelfer Mobile App

“This mobile interactive tool provides 
information and updates to the 
workforce - improving visibility of 
safety communications, shutdown 
progress as well as camp on-
boarding and logistics. We are proud 
of the way the IT mobility and Telfer 
Maintenance teams worked together 
to bring the “MyTelfer” app to life.”

Gabriela Love, Performance 
Manager, Newcrest
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Partner Information 

“”
“Newcrest leveraged a user centred design approach to simplify business 

processes and develop an innovative suite of mobile productivity apps for remote 

field staff.  The ability to design a solution that supported multiple regional sites 

was testament to their commitment to continuous improvement and world-class 

mining.” – Selim Ahmed, Managing Director

Bourne Digital

UX Design and Development Partner
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Business Challenge & Objectives

Business Challenge

• Current systems were not setup to support the growth of Newcrest nor taking advantage of smart mobile devices to support an 
increasingly mobile and tech-savvy work force out in the field, leading to delays in communications and errors based on manual, paper 
based processes. 

• Incurred heavy costs of repairs and potential loss of revenue due to unplanned outages resulting from delays in ability to predict and 
identify at-risk equipment that needed maintenance. The field wanted to move from break-fix to proactive scheduling of maintenance.   

• Business needs the ability to shift priority and focus of field personnel as needed to achieve optimum balance between desk work and 
field work. The manual processing of paper work related to maintenance, personnel scheduling, and support etc. was skewing field
supervisors time towards deskwork and limiting their ability to be in the field  to supervise the work being done. 

• The business needed real-time access to critical control safety information and up to date work instructions whilst on the job.

Project Objectives

• Provide visibility to business transactions in real time with ability to capture data and respond anytime, anywhere. Ability to access 
critical system functionality and applications in the field, anytime.

• Build a mobility platform to personnel in the field that can be expanded in the future. Provide an easy to use, consistent user experience 
on the mobile, tablets and desktop which is intuitive and requires minimal learning curve.

• Improve safety management and availability of critical controls safety information.

• Simplify business processes to increase overall productivity of the workforce at our sites.

• Provide offline capability for remote locations at sites.
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Project / Use Case Details

Project #1: “Fix This” – Simple Maintenance Mobile Application

Problem: Maintenance planners need to know right away when something is wrong with an asset. Current manual and email based 

processes of notifying maintenance planners was resulting in maintenance requests being missed, leading to maintenance scheduling 

delays which in turn resulted in unplanned outages and caused safety hazards.

Solution: Developed by R&D, this mobile application applies 

Machine Learning technology to images taken in field using a 

mobile device. Individual assets are identified through the 

equivalent of facial recognition technology, What is wrong with the 

assets and priority is dictated using SIRI and notification is created 

via SAP application. The native solution is built using SAP iOS 

SDK, CoreML and Mobile Services and deployed via the SAP 

Cloud Platform providing offline asset problem identification 

capability.
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Project / Use Case Details

Project #2: “MyTelfer” – Telfer Shutdown Mobile Application

Problem: Telfer is a large mining site and for a temporary or contract worker finding his/her way around and 

their assigned block can be challenging. They often get lost which results in frustration and lost productivity. 

Solution: Newcrest delivered a simple UI5 web style application utilising Fiori, Hana Database and Java 

runtime on SAP Cloud Platform. MyTelfer app provides information about the Telfer site, maps to rooms, contact 

details, safety information on hazards or alerts and shut specific information such as Shutdown Gantt.               

This application can be accessed via a mobile smart device by internal and external users. 

The ‘MyTelfer’ app was initially developed for shutdown contractors to better access important safety and travel 

information, but already opportunities have been identified to expand to the broader Newcrest workforce. 
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Project / Use Case Details

Project #3: Warehouse Management Mobility and 

“EasySAP” Applications

Problem: Our workforce required a solution that addressed the 

following issues:

o manual and paper based processes, taking a long time and increased 

risk of unplanned outages

o approvals taking time due to desktop only features / functions

o need to cater for our mobile workforce outside of work area and 

travelling

o supervisors are ‘stuck’ at the desks rather than out in the field and 

supervising the work being done

o issues with solution adoption due to complex user interface

Solution: 
23 x employee self service and manager self service functions were 

migrated to SAP Cloud Platform utilising the UI5 theme designer to create 

an improved and simplified user experience. These apps can be 

accessed out in the field and away from their desks whilst at site on any 

devices.

12 x Warehouse Management Mobility applications on the SAP Cloud 

Platform were developed and integrated with SAP Warehouse Management 

systems solution. These apps were built to run on Zebra barcoding hand held 

devices with the objective of improving control and optimising warehouse 

operations and inventory processes from goods receipt to goods issue. This 

has improved lead time for supply of goods to maintenance and visibility of 

parts reducing the risk of unplanned outages.
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business / Social IT Human Empowerment

“Fix This” application enables 

immediate identification of equipment 

and instant notification of the need for 

repair, reducing equipment downtime.

“MyTelfer” mobile has improved 

information accessibility to shutdown 

workers at the mines in real-time.

Telfer shutdown process has improved 

significantly with Telfer mobile app and 

reduced the risk of safety incidences.

Going green and being more 

sustainable with less paper based 

processes.

Increased time in field (away from PC) 

for field supervisors resulting in 

~105,000 productivity hours saved 

annually.

Simplified architecture enabling 36 

new mobile applications to be 

developed using an agile 

methodology.

Solution enables integration of data 

from SAP and Non-SAP applications.

Unified user experience across laptop, 

tablet and mobile.

Increasing user adoption with rollout to 

~3500 users.

Offline capabilities enables field 

workers to access critical control 

information from remote locations out 

in the field.

Workers are more safe at mining sites 

with job instructions and access to 

safety procedures available on their 

mobile device (offline / online).

Efficiency gains through digitized 

processes, collection of higher value 

data to make better decisions in the 

field.

No work disruption needed with offline 

capabilities when on-site but not on 

the network.

Easy identification of assets using 

machine learning and voice 

recognition.
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Architecture
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Deployment

SAP Technologies Used:

Server Processor:

Linux Distribution:

Date of Deployment or POC:

Number of live users:

“Fix This” Dec 18, “MyTelfer” Dec 18, Warehouse Management Mobility Nov 18 

and “EasySAP” Oct 18 

~3500 users across all apps

IBM,9117-MMC PowerPC_POWER7

AIX

SAP Cloud Platform Live in Production

SAP UI5 Live in Production

SAP Mobile Services                      Live in Production

SAP HANA Database Live in Production

Fiori Launchpad (Portal on SCP) Live in Production

Java Servers on SCP Live in Production

SAP iOS SDK Live in Production

Identity Authentication Services Live in Production
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Emerging Technologies and Use Cases

The following Emerging Technologies and use-cases are part of the project and describe the 

contribution

Technology or Use Case Yes/No Contribution to Project

1. Machine Learning  / Artificial Intelligence Yes Simple Maintenance: Faster identification of assets 

through machine vision

2. IoT No

3. 3D printing No

4. Blockchain No

5. API Economy / Integrate the Intelligent 

Enterprise

No

6. Cloud Native / Event Based Architectures Yes Used the following for building end to end applications 

(but not limited to):

- SAP Cloud Connector

- OData Provisioning

- Mobile Services 

7. Extending the digital core with SAP CP / ABAP 

in SAP CP

Yes Extended digital core and integrate using the following 

(but not limited to):

- Fiori Launchpad and SAP UI5 

- SAP iOS SDK for Native apps

- OData services

8. SAP Leonardo Application ( extending SAP 

application, using Industry Innovation Kits or 

result of Design Thinking workshop)

No


